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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

100TH LEGISLATURE 

REGULAR SESSION OF 2019 

Introduced by Senators Lucido and Johnson 

ENROLLED SENATE BILL No. 110 
AN ACT to amend 1998 PA 386, entitled “An act to codify, revise, consolidate, and classify aspects of the law 

relating to wills and intestacy, relating to the administration and distribution of estates of certain individuals, 

relating to trusts, and relating to the affairs of certain individuals under legal incapacity; to provide for the powers 

and procedures of the court that has jurisdiction over these matters; to provide for the validity and effect of certain 

transfers, contracts, and deposits that relate to death; to provide procedures to facilitate enforcement of certain 

trusts; and to repeal acts and parts of acts,” by amending section 5306 (MCL 700.5306), as amended by 2004 

PA 532. 

The People of the State of Michigan enact: 

Sec. 5306. (1) The court may appoint a guardian if the court finds by clear and convincing evidence both that 

the individual for whom a guardian is sought is an incapacitated individual and that the appointment is necessary 

as a means of providing continuing care and supervision of the incapacitated individual, with each finding 

supported separately on the record. Alternately, the court may dismiss the proceeding or enter another 

appropriate order. 

(2) The court shall grant a guardian only those powers and only for that period of time as is necessary to 

provide for the demonstrated need of the incapacitated individual. The court shall design the guardianship to 

encourage the development of maximum self-reliance and independence in the individual. If the court is aware 

that an individual has executed a patient advocate designation under section 5506, the court shall not grant a 

guardian any of the same powers that are held by the patient advocate. A court order establishing a guardianship 

shall specify any limitations on the guardian’s powers and any time limits on the guardianship. 

(3) If the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that an individual is incapacitated and lacks the capacity 

to do some, but not all, of the tasks necessary to care for himself or herself, the court may appoint a limited 

guardian to provide guardianship services to the individual, but the court shall not appoint a full guardian. 

(4) If the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that the individual is incapacitated and is totally without 

capacity to care for himself or herself, the court shall specify that finding of fact in an order and may appoint a 

full guardian. 

(5) If an individual executed a patient advocate designation under section 5506 before the time the court 

determines that he or she became a legally incapacitated individual, a guardian does not have and shall not 

exercise the power or duty of making medical or mental health treatment decisions that the patient advocate is 

designated to make. If, however, a petition for guardianship or for modification under section 5310 alleges and 

the court finds that the patient advocate designation was not executed in compliance with section 5506, that the 

patient advocate is not complying with the terms of the designation or with the applicable provisions of 
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sections 5506 to 5515, or that the patient advocate is not acting consistent with the ward’s best interests, the 

court may modify the guardianship’s terms to grant those powers to the guardian. 

(6) If the court finds by clear and convincing evidence that the individual is incapacitated, that the person that 

has the care and custody of the incapacitated individual denied another person access to the incapacitated 

individual, and that the incapacitated individual desires contact with the other person or that contact with the 

other person is in the incapacitated individual’s best interest, the court may appoint a limited guardian to 

supervise access with the other person. 

 

Enacting section 1. This amendatory act takes effect 90 days after the date it is enacted into law. 

This act is ordered to take immediate effect. 
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